Dancing Bear What Do You See?

I see SHAPES, COLORS, NUMBERS & LETTER booklets that you can make! That's what I see!
Dancing Bear What Do You See?
A Parody Of Bill Martin's Brown Bear

Zero, Zero. You're a hero.
What do you see?
I see the number one looking at me.
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Dancing Bear what number do you see?
I see zero looking at me.

One, 1
You're so fun.
What do you see?
I see the number two looking at me.

Two, 2
Looking kind of blue.
What do you see?
I see the number three looking at me.
Three, 3
Golly gee, what do you see?
I see the number four looking at me.

Four, 4
We want more!
What do you see?
I see the number five looking at me.

Five, 5
Look alive!
What do you see?
I see the number six looking at me.

Six, 6
Playing tricks.
What do you see?
I see the number seven looking at me.
Seven, 7
Oh my heaven!
What do you see?
I see the number eight looking at me.

Eight, 8
Lookin’ great!
What do you see?
I see number nine looking at me.

Nine, 9
Oh so fine!
What do you see?
I see the number ten looking at me.

Ten, 10
Let’s do it again!
What do you see?
I see numbers 0-10 looking at me.
Color Bear What Do You See?
A Parody Of Bill Martin's *Brown Bear*

Brown Bear, Brown Bear what do you see?
I see Red Bear looking at me.
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Red Bear, Red Bear what do you see?
I see Orange Bear looking at me.

Orange Bear, Orange Bear what do you see?
I see Yellow Bear looking at me.
Yellow Bear, Yellow Bear what do you see?  
I see Green Bear looking at me.

Green Bear, Green Bear what do you see?  
I see Blue Bear looking at me.

Blue Bear, Blue Bear what do you see?  
I see Purple Bear looking at me.

Purple Bear, Purple Bear what do you see?  
I see a rainbow of colors looking at me.

There's red, orange, and yellow, green, blue and purple too.
Rainbow Bear, Rainbow Bear what do you see?
I see black bear looking at me.

Black Bear Black Bear what do you see?
I see Pink Bear looking at me.

Pink Bear Pink Bear what do you see?
I see a sunset at day’s end.
I know white snow is just a round the bend.

Good-night! Sleep tight!
Hurry now, don’t be late!
It’s time to snuggle up and hibernate!

The inside of my cave is what I see.
It’s hibernation time for me!

Color this T-shirt your FAVORITE color.
Dancing Bear What Shape Do You See?
A Parody Of Bill Martin’s Brown Bear

Red circle, red circle
What do you see?
I see an orange square looking at me.

Dancing Bear what Shape do you see?
see a circle looking at me.

Orange square, orange square
What do you see?
I see a yellow rectangle looking at me.

Yellow Rectangle, yellow rectangle
What do you see?
I see a green triangle looking at me.
Green triangle, green triangle
What do you see?
see a blue heart looking at me.

Blue heart, blue heart
What do you see?
I see a purple oval looking at me.

Purple oval, purple oval
What do you see?
I see a rainbow of colored shapes looking at me!

There's red and orange and yellow
Green and blue and purple too!
Look! They make a rainbow for me and you.